SANTA CLAUS IS COMING TO TOWN

Verse 1:
He's making a list, he's checking it twice, he's gonna find out who's naughty and nice!

Verse 2:
I'll be home for Christmas, you'll know I'm coming by the partridge in a pear tree!

Meinemestykke

He knows when you are sleeping...

And he knows when you're awake...

Fm - Bb7 Eb7 Fm - Bb7 Eb7

Bad or good so you better be good for goodness sake

Oh, you better be good for goodness sake

Tempo OP
**MELLEMSTYKK2**

**Sop**

Fm - Bb7  Eb7  Fm - Bb7  Eb7  C7

When he's in gil and boy-land... They're gonna build a
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We'll have a jubilee...

**Ten**

- C7

**Sop**

F Break  F  F7  F7

All around the Christmas tree

I said all around the Christmas tree!

**Piano Solo AA  Bass B**

Bb - Bb7  Eb7 - EDbm  Bb - Bb7  Eb7 - EDbm

you better watch out, you better not cry, you better not... I'm telling you why:

**Sop**

you better watch out, you better not cry, you better not... I'm telling you why:

**Alt**

you better watch out, you better not... I'm telling you why:

**Ten**

you better watch out, you better not... I'm telling you why:

**Santa**

Tom Toms

**OMKVAED**

Bb  Ed  Bb  Ed  Bb-Gm  Cm-F

Santa Claus is coming to town, Santa Claus is coming to town, Santa Claus is coming to town,

Sop

id
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id
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id

Tom Toms

Toms
\[ Bb \quad Ed \quad Bb \quad Ed \]

SANTA CLAUS IS COMING TO TOWN, SANTA CLAUS IS COMING TO TOWN,
SANTA CLAUS IS COMING TO TOWN, SANTA CLAUS IS COMING TO TOWN,
SANTA CLAUS IS COMING TO TOWN, SANTA CLAUS IS COMING TO TOWN,
SANTA CLAUS IS COMING TO TOWN, SANTA CLAUS IS COMING TO TOWN,

Bb Gm Cm F7

SANTA CLAUS IS COMING TO TOWN,
SANTA CLAUS IS COMING TO TOWN,
SANTA CLAUS IS COMING TO TOWN,
SANTA CLAUS IS COMING TO TOWN,

Flemming syder på F7
og tæller højt: 1-2-3 "To Town"

Her er sangen egentlig slut, men
Santa jesper er blevet så hørt op
at han fortsætter
"Santa Claus is coming to town" (krypserde).
Vi forærmrer os. Flemming tæller op
og vi tar omkring igen.